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 SMALL GROUP 

As I appear on the sea 

And as the wind carries me 

I will reach my hand 

Out to the darkness yearning for what can be 

Alto(I wanna know) 

As I appear on the sea Alto (I wanna see) 

And as the wind carries me 

I will reach my hand 

Out to the darkness yearning for what can be 

I wanna know who I am 

 

ALTO 

Across a river    Across an ocean 

S2              ooh---                                    ooh--- 

S1     a river     an ocean 

 

Across time I will journey 

To find a reason, to seek an answer 

                   ooh---                                      ooh---       

To grow hope in my heart  

ooh--- 
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I am dreaming,     I am searching 

  ooh---                   ooh---       

              I’m gonna find a way 

I am hoping to find 

A reflection, a connection 

ooh---         ooh---   

I see a reflection, I feel a connection  

That we all can see 

 

I sing to bring us together 

I hope our song is forever 

Through oceans and time we will hold out our hands 

We sing to bring us together, we sing. (s2 and A-I’m gonna 

sing of Beauty) 

 

 

Through the distance, I am reaching 

                         ooh---         ooh---   

I’m gonna find a way----------, 

Through mountains to climb. 
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A reflection, a connection 

ooh---         ooh---   

 I see a reflection, I feel a connection  

Of joy we can be 

 

I sing to bring us together 

I hope our song is forever 

Through oceans and time we will hold out our hands 

We sing to bring us together, we sing. (I’m gonna sing of 

Beauty)    

 

We can move mountains in our way if we learn how to rise 

above, 

Raising our voices we will sing of the hope that we all share. 

we sing to bring us together… X2 

 

Last time: We sing (let’s rise above)                

We sing (let’s sing our song) 

We sing (we sing together) 

We sing! 


